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We evaluated on the PASCAL VOC 2007 detection task, using

• Detect objects of many classes in an image.
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• Trained detectors and classifiers already exist, but there is not enough
time to run all detectors.
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• a scene context action based on the GIST feature.
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P ERFORMANCE VS . T IME
Our method is compared to a
random, optimal static, and oracle
orderings, evaluated at different
settings of start and deadline times.
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machine translation and information retrieval. For example, until recently speech recognition and machine
translation systems based on n-gram language models
outperformed systems based on grammars and phrase
Observations
Observations
structure. In our experience maintaining performance
Observations
seems to require gradual enrichment of the model.
One reason why simple models can perform better in
practice is that rich models often suffer from difficulties
in training. For object detection, rigid templates and bagof-features models can be easily trained using discriminative methods such as support vector machines (SVM).
Richer models are more difficult to train, in particular
because they often make use of latent information.
Consider the problem of training a part-based model
from images labeled only with bounding boxes around
the objects of interest. Since the part locations are not
labeled, they must be treated as latent (hidden) variables
during training. While it is possible that more complete
labeling would support better training, it could also
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model for the person category. One interesting aspect
To obtain high performance using discriminative trainof our models is that the features for the part filters are ing it is often important to use large training sets. In the
computed at twice the spatial resolution of the root filter. case of object detection the training problem is highly unTo train models using partially labeled data we use a balanced because there is vastly more background than
latent variable formulation of MI-SVM [3] that we call objects. This motivates a process of searching through
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Random
0.250
0.119
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Fixed Order
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RL
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0.418

RL w/ GIST
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0.420

Oracle
0.488
0.464
0.530

Areas under the AP vs. Time curve.

P OLICY T RAJECTORIES

t = 0.3

• The selected action returns observations o: a list of detections, or an evaluated feature.

• Define the policy as taking the untaken action with maximum value, linearly approximated:
>
⇡(s) = arg max Q(s, a) = ✓⇡ (s, a)
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• Learn an accurate approximation to the expected rewards to the end of the episode:
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= 0 induces a completely greedy policy; at

⇡
j
j
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Q (s , a ) = E[R | s , a , ⇡]

Td

where R =
= 1 is full lookahead.

= 0.4 performs best in cross-validation on the final evaluation.

L EARN ⇡(s) with Monte Carlo policy iteration.
• Gather samples under current ⇡ by running detection episodes on
several thousand images.
• Update policy-defining weights ✓ with L1 regularization.

PJ

i j R(si, ai) and J is the index of the last action before deadline time T .
d
i=j
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4. Feature Representation and Policy Weights
GIST action

The featurization of the belief state and considered action (s, a) reflects
• current probabilities of presence for all classes, and associated entropies;
• current time to Ts and to Td, and the expected time of the action.
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T HE BELIEF STATE posterior over class presences P (C|o) is updated with
observations o.
• Direct method assumes independence between classes, and simply
replaces the posterior of the class(es) corresponding to the action.

time

GIST action

GIST action

• Gradually decrease ✏-greediness of policy.

• MRF method sets evidence node and runs loopy BP in a
fully-connected MRF model learned with L1-regularization.
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• 20 Deformable Part Model detectors (one per class)

• Action a 2 A can run detector of object class k on whole image, or classify the scene.

• The final evaluation is the
normalized area under the AP
vs. Time curve between Ts and
Td .
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Reward R(s, a)

• Because this is additive per
action, we define
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R(s , a) = ap(tT
t)
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• Wrapping per-class detectors in our system and setting a deadline
increases the multi-class Average Precision at deadline and before.
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action selection

• Learn to take actions that do not provide immediate reward.

AP

C3

2

• Treat detectors and classifiers as “black boxes”; use reinforcement
learning to find a dynamic policy for deploying them.
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A PPROACH
• Formulate timeliness evaluation of detection performance vs. time.
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Action selection traces are plotted over many episodes; the size of the
circles correspond to the increase in AP obtained by the action. Our
policy selects actions dynamically to maximize the rewards obtained
early on.

6. Conclusion
If execution is stopped with only half of the detectors deployed, we
obtain at least 66% better AP than a random ordering, and 14% better than
an intelligent baseline. On the timeliness measure, we obtain at least 11%
better performance.
Our method is easily extensible.
Code is available at http://sergeykarayev.com/work/timely/.
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Reinforcement Learning

• Define actions on regions of the image.

• Account for feature computation cost with multiple detector types.

results in policies reliant on the global scene feature.
RL

RL

